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Columbia, Benzino, Donovan and Hova are back. Just when you thought it couldnt get better than
part one, part 2 returns with twice as much action, money, and murder. Meet murderous Miguel
Donovan sidekick from Iraq by way of the Bronx who teams with Hova and Donovan as they open a
club in memory of Destiny. You will not want to miss how Club Destiny pops off in a major way. With
high drama and extortion attempts gone wrong body counts add up pretty quick.This highly
anticipated sequel will BLOW...YOU...AWAY!
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I was hoping against all hope that Destiny had made it out somehow but that was not the case, but
still this book grabs u in and takes u on another crazy ride filled with twist and turns you can never
imagine. I flew through this book in 1 day with my heart in my stomach with each turn of every
page..... wooow what a story

Well, as all ways Kelvin hasn't failed yet in writing something that doesn't leave you on the edge.

This book picks up with Hova beating the drug charges he was fighting and comes out trying to
better his life by opening up Club Destiny, named after his favorite cousin Destiny who lost her life in
prison. As he is cleared of charges there are others watching him come out a free man. Donovan is
his partner and they start anew. As they both go about their lives the past is not far behind and is
right in their mist. Buck, Donovan's brother has come to town for the opening of Club Destiny and
sees some unexpected guest, the Feds who are looking for his brother. Benzino & Columbia are
bent on revenge and the Death Squad is in full force, but as the story plays out things begin to
unravel in a way you will never ever expect. I don't want to give the book away because the events
that unfold will take your breath away but will definitely leave you on the edge of your seat. Kelvin,
you have amazed me once again, keep bringing it!!!!!!!!!!!!

If you haven't copped your kindle copy of- Look What You Made Me Do 2 by,Kelvin Jackson, let me
be the first to go 'head & put it out there for you....."you are missin' out on yet ANOTHER banger!"
Mr. Jackson has come through AGAIN with flying colors. Action packed, blood shed too gory to
even describe, bullets flying, & bodies going down, all that & then some! Look What you Made Me
Do 2 was definitely a page turner that keeps you anticipating 'til the very end. Although there were
noticible errors, the overall story proceeded them by grabbing your attention & keeping you focused
on what was gonna happen next. I loved this story & was not disappointed. Please make this your
NEXT read! You won't wanna miss this one! 4.5 stars!

I loved this book but hated the ending. As soon as I get used to a character, they're taken away. I
really wanted Destiny to be the main attraction in this book. All in all...it was a great read. On to part
3! Good job Kelvin!!

Okay, this will be my last one. There's too much death and heartache for me in this series. Before
you can get to know a character and understand them their dead. With all that's going on you want
somebody to have a happy ending but it never happens. All they do is make one bad decision after
another and cause more drama then necessary. It's a good read but a little too much.

I definitely wasn't expecting that ending! I guess Karma caught up to those on both sides. The only
negative thing I have to say about the book is the grammar. There were a few misspelled words,
however, it was not too distracting. I hope there is a part 3, because I know Columbia better get
hers!

This book started off slow for me and I wasn't going to finish it but it got much better!! I was so upset
at some of the killings and the end kind of surprised me!! I definitely didn't want to end it like that. On
to part 3 I guess!!

You did it again! I thought part 1 was good and didn't expect part 2 to grab me cause I wondered
what the sequel could be about but you tied them together perfectly! Can't wait to get to part 3 to
see what else you have cooked up. Wonderful read!!!!
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